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This article presents a distance and angle similarity
measure. The integrated similarity measure takes the
strengths of both the distance and direction of mea-
sured documents into account. This article analyzes the
features of the similarity measure by comparing it with
the traditional distance-based similarity measure and
the cosine measure, providing the iso-similarity contour,
investigating the impacts of the parameters and vari-
ables on the new similarity measure. It also gives the
further research issues on the topic.

Introduction

The similarity measure is an essential concept in infor-
mation retrieval. It is widely used to judge whether a doc-
ument matches a query, or to measure the similarity of two
documents. In other words, the similarity measure allows a
user to arrange or exhibit retrieved documents in decreasing
order of similarity with respect to the query; to downsize a
retrieved set by removing the documents with lesser simi-
larity to the query; to measure discriminative value of
indexing terms; and to dynamically adjust the retrieval
strategy by adding more terms with high similarity and
discarding the terms with low similarity. Furthermore, sim-
ilarity measures can be applied to construct visualization
interfaces to facilitate information retrieval.

A good similarity measure is an important factor that
contributes to satisfactory precision and recall ratios in
information retrieval.

Different information retrieval systems usually take dif-
ferent similarity measures. The distance and angle inte-
grated similarity measure introduced here is a vector-based
similarity measure.

According to McGill et al. (1979), there are more than 60
different similarity measures. These include the inner prod-

uct, Dice coefficient, cosine coefficient, Jaccard coefficient,
overlap coefficient (Frakes & Baeza-Yates, 1992; Korfhage,
1997; Meadow, 1992; Salton, 1968, 1989), the spreading
activation similarity measure (Jones & Furnes, 1987), and
some probability-based similarity measures (Croft &
Harper, 1979; Kwok, 1985; Robertson & Sparck, 1976; Van
Rijsbergen, 1979; as well as Robertson & Walker, 1997).
Among them, the most popular are the distance-based sim-
ilarity measure and the angle-based cosine measure.

Each similarity measure has its strengths and weaknesses
in practice. Although much research has been done on
similarity measures, the combination of different similarity
measures is rarely considered. Research on the combination
of different similarity measures has the potential to provide
a new and unique approach to similarity research. The
distance and angle integrated similarity measure attempts to
organically combine a distance-based similarity measure
with the angle-based cosine measure, to take advantage of
the strengths of both and to make similarity measurement
more scientific and accurate.

Fundamental, Features, and Analysis

To better understand the rationale of the proposed dis-
tance and angle integrated similarity measure, we should
analyze the strengths and weaknesses of both the angle-
based cosine measure and distance-based measure, from
which the new idea shall be elicited.

The angle-based cosine measure is a direction-based
similarity measure. It measures the similarity between a
reference point and a document based only on the direction
of the document in the document space vis-a`-vis the refer-
ence point and the origin of the coordinate, ignoring the
impact of the distance between the reference point and the
document. The cosine measure can effectively identify doc-
uments in a vector document space that have the same
indexing term distribution within the each document; that is,
they have the same indexing terms, the same proportion of
weights of any pair of indexing terms between two docu-
ments. This characteristic can be employed to identify doc-
uments with the same subject but at different levels in a
document vector space.
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SupposeR is a reference point,Di, Dj are two docu-
ments:

R~xk1, xk2, . . . , xkn!;

Di ~xi1, xi2, . . . , xin!;

Dj ~xj1, xj2, . . . , xjn!;

xjr 5 c* xir, ~r 5 1, . . . , n!, c is a constant.

cosine~R, Di ! 5
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r51
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cosine~R, Dj ! 5 cosine~R, Di ! (2)

Therefore, ifDi and Dj are similar toR in terms of the
cosine measure, and if the weights of the indexing terms are
associated with the frequencies of the terms in the docu-
ments, the difference between the two documents will only
be affected by measures of the lengths of the documents.
The essence of the cosine measure is that it can identify the
documents in terms of the indexing term distribution.

From the analysis we know that the direction of a doc-
ument in a document vector space does affect its similarity
to a certain object. However, it is not the only factor that can
influence its similarity.

On the other hand, in the distance-based similarity mea-
sure, the similarity can be transformed from the distance
between the document and the reference point as follows:

s 5 a2d (3)

whered is the distance, anda is a constant whose value is
greater than 1.

The distance-based similarity measure follows the phi-
losophy that documents close together are likely to be
highly similar. In this case, all directions are considered
equal.

The distance-based similarity measure takes only the
impact of the distance into account, regardless of the direc-
tion of the document. In other words, documents with the

same distance to the reference point shall have the same
similarity. This approach can resolve the inherent weakness
of the cosine measure that is that it cannot distinguish
documents that have the same direction, but are far from
each other in terms of distance in a document space. Al-
though two documents share the same direction, it is argued
that the validity of the high similarity of two documents is
reduced to some extent when they are far apart in terms of
distance. For example, there are three documentsD1, D2,
andD3 with the same direction in a document vector space
(see Fig. 1).

Because documents in the same direction vis-a`-vis the
origin of a document vector space have the same keyword
distribution with proportional weights, the differences
among these documents are reflected the extent to which
they address the same topic. The similarity betweenD1 and
D3 is the same as that betweenD2 andD3 in terms of the
angle-based similarity measure. Similarity between two ob-
jects should be measured by both the topics they address
and the extent to which they address. It is clear that docu-
ment D2 should be more similar toD3 than D1 because
documentD2 addresses the same topic in more detail than
documentD1. Obviously, the farther apart documentsD1
andD2 are, the bigger the difference should be. However,
due to the inherent weakness of the angle-based similarity
measure, ignoring the impact of the distance on the simi-
larity, it cannot discern the difference in measuring the
similarities of a group of documents with the same direction
in a document vector space.

It is possible that two documents are quite similar in
terms of the distance-based similarity measure but they are
absolutely not similar in terms of the angle-based similarity
measure.

Once a query, a distance-based similarity measure, and a
document are selected, a contour is defined and documents
within the contour are more relevant than that document.
We can get a nice, symmetric “mountain” of relevant doc-
uments with the most relevant nearest the query. What
modification by an angle-based similarity measure dose is to
contour the surface of this mountain, depressing it more in
some places than others, because it is quite likely that a
document within the contour is less relevant than that doc-
ument in terms of angle-based similarity measure.

FIG. 1. Three documents with the same direction.
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The above analysis demonstrates that the two traditional
similarity measures partially reflect the similarity of the
compared objects, and they are complementary with respect
to the distance and direction.

The complementary feature of two measures suggests
that it would be useful to develop a new similarity measure,
taking advantages of both and discarding the disadvantages.
It is this aim that the new distance and angle integrated
similarity measure attempts to achieve.

Once the distance between a reference point and a doc-
ument is fixed, the similarity vis-a`-vis the reference point is
also fixed with respect to the distance-based similarity mea-
sure. In fact, the distance and the reference point will
determine a hypersphere in the document space: the center
of the hypersphere is the reference point, the radius is the
distance between the reference point and the document. In
this instance, each document in the circle has another sim-
ilarity measure, vis-a`-vis the axis, formed by the reference
point and the origin in terms of the cosine measure. The
similarity of the documents on the circle varies with differ-
ent positions; in most the cases, they are not equal. When a
document is located at the intersections between the axis
and the circle (there are two such points—D0 andD1), the
cosine measure of the document reaches the maximum
value 1. The minimum value of the similarity depends on
the length between the reference point and the document
(see Fig. 2).

The phenomenon suggests that we could use the change
of the direction-based similarity measure when a document
moves along the circle to modify the distance-based simi-
larity measure so that the new similarity could reflect not
only the contribution of the distance, but also the contribu-
tion from the direction of the measured document. This is
the rationale for the combined distance and angle similarity
measure method.

In Figure 2,r is the radius of the circle,R is the reference
point, D0, D1, Dp, andDm are the documents in the circle,
h is the distance betweenRandO, d is the distance between
Dp and O.a andb are the angles formed byROandDpO,
DpR, respectively.

OnceDp is selected and the values ofr andh are fixed,
the maximum value ofa is:

amax 5 arcsin~r /h! (4)

If Dp is any point in the circle, the correspondinga is:

a 5 arccos

O
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n x1i p x2i

S O
i51

n x1i
2D 1/2S O

i51

n x2i
2D 1/2 (5)

whereDp(x11, x12, . . . , x1n); R(x21, x22, . . . , x2n); andn is
the dimensionality of the document space.

The new distance and angle similarity measure is defined
as follows:

s 5 a2r p ck (6)

The effect of the parametersa and c will be discussed in
detail later.

k 5
a
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k 5 arccos

O
i51
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d p h
p

1

arcsin~r /h!
(7)

In fact, a2r is the distance-based similarity measure,ck is a
modifier, wherek is defined in Equation (7).

To maintains in the 0 to 1 range, we require 0, c # 1.
The effect of the parametersa and c will be discussed in
detail in the section on The Effects of Parametersa andc on
the Similarity Measures.

Note that in Equation (7) the angles rather than cosine
values are used to express the impact of the direction rather
than their cosine values, which reduces the complexity of
the computation, and simultaneously keeps its basic char-
acteristics. Because the document space vector elements are
nonnegative,R is always in the first quadrant in the vector
document space. We assume thatr is sufficiently small that
the circle lies entirely in the first quadrant.

Equations (6) and (7) show that the value of the new
similarity measure shall be between 0 and 1.

Because the new similarity measure takes the angle and
the distance into consideration, the problem discussed in
Figure 1 can be avoided. If documentsD1, D2, andD3 have
the same direction in a document vector space, their corre-
sponding anglea should be equal to zero in the new
similarity measure. It suggests that the similarity measure is
s 5 a2r when measured documents have the same angle
with a reference point. It means that the similarity between
the documentsD1 andD3 is different from that between the

FIG. 2. Change of distance-based similarity measure in a document
space.
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documentsD2 andD3 due to the differentr values. The
difference between the two similarities depends on the
distance betweenD1 andD3 as well as the distance between
D2 andD3. In other words, the extent to which they address
the same topic is reflected in the new similarity measure.

Now consider the features of the new similarity measure
in detail.

To illustrate the impact, the entire circle should be dis-
played. However, for simplicity of the display and due to
the symmetry of the circle vis-a`-vis RO,only one-half of the
circle is displayed, that is,b ranges from zero top.

The Relationship of the New Similarity Measure to
the Distance-Based Similarity Measure and
the Cosine Measure

In Figure 2, when any documentDp moves fromD0 to
D1 along the circle the similarity varies with different
similarity measures. For the distance-based similarity mea-
sure, it is a constant, depending on the distance betweenDp
and R, (See Fig. 3); for the cosine measure, asDp moves
from D0 to D1, it decreases from D0 toDm, then increases
from Dm to D1. The minimum value is cos[arcsin(r/h)], the
maximum value is 1 (see Fig. 3); the new similarity measure
has characteristics of both similarity measures: first, it is
changeable; second, it has a minimum value at the same
position as the cosine measure does. This value is smaller
than that of the cosine measure; finally, its maximum value
is equal to that of the distance-based similarity measure (see
Fig. 3). In Figure 3,x-axis is the angle andy-axis is the
similarity.

The Impact of the Parameterr on the Similarity Measure

Suppose thatr changes, but the center of the circle is
stationary; in other words,h is fixed.

Equation (13) is used to generate Figure 4.
In Figure 4,h 5 9, a 5 1.11, andc 5 0.5.
The four curves are associated withr 5 1, 3, 5, and 7,

respectively, in Figure 4.

Notice that whenr changes, the maximum and minimum
values of the similarity measure, and the position of the
minimum value in theX-axis also change. The smaller the
value of r, i.e., the nearer the document to the reference
point, the higher the similarity value, and vice versa.

The Impact of the Parameterc on the Similarity Measure

From Figure 2, we have:

r p sin b 5 d p sin a (8)

r p cosb 1 d p cosa 5 h (9)

From Equations (8) and (9):

r p cosb 1 r p
sin b

sin a
p cosa 5 h

a 5 arctanS sin b

h/r 2 cosbD (10)

From Equations (6), (7), and (10):

s 5 a2r p c$arctan@sinb/~~h/r!2cosb!#/amax% (11)

The impact of the parameterc on the similarity measure is
illustrated in Figure 5, whereh 5 5, a 5 1.11,r 5 3, amax

5 p/6. The four curves are associated withc 5 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
and 0.8, respectively. Notice that whenc 5 1, Equation (6)
becomes the distance-based similarity measure. Figure 5
indicates that the smaller the value ofc, the greater the
influence ofck as a modifier on the similarity measure, and
vice versa. Each curve reaches its minimum value at the
same position. They have the same maximum valuea2r.

The Impact of the Parametera on the Similarity Measure

Equation (11) yields Figure 6, where values ofh, r, and
amax are the same as above,c 5 0.5.

FIG. 4. Impact ofr on the similarity measure.

FIG. 3. Relationships among angle-based, distance-based, and distance-
angle integrated similarity measures.
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The four curves are associated witha 5 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, and
1.7 respectively. The smaller the value ofa, the greater the
similarity, and the greater the difference between the min-
imum and the maximum. Eacha determines different min-
imum and maximum similarity values, but the position at
which the curves reach their minimum points is same.

The Impact of the Parameteramax on the
Similarity Measure

Suppose asamax changes, the center of the circle does
not move, i.e.,h stays the same. The change ofamax will
then affect the radiusr; r is a function of theamax; thus:

s 5 a~2hpsinamax! p c{arctan[sinb/((1/sinamax)2cosb)]/amax} (12)

The four curves (amax 5 p3, p/4, p/5, andp/6) are pre-
sented in Figure 7. The parameter values areh 5 5, a
5 1.11, andc 5 0.5.

When amax changes , the positions at which the curves
achieve minimum values vary with the differentamax. The
smaller theamax, the smaller the minimum value, and vice
versa.

The Impact of the Parameterh on the Similarity Measure

When the value ofh changes, the radius of the circle does
not change. The change would affectamax [see Equation
(4)]; therefore:

s 5 a2r p c$arctan@sinb/~~h/r!2cosb!#/arcsin~r/h!% (13)

The four curves withh 5 3, 5, 7, and 9, respectively, are
shown in Figure 8, wherea 5 1.11,r 5 2, c 5 0.5. As value
of h changes, the positions at which the curves gain their
minimum values also change, the corresponding values
change, but the maximum value does not. The smaller the
value ofh, the larger the minimum value; and vice versa.

Iso-similarity Contour Analysis

Iso-similarity contour with respect to the parameter c

From Equation (11):

log s 5 log~a2r! 1 arctanS sin b

h/r 2 cosbD p
log c

amax

c 5 10@amax p log~s p ar!#/$arctan@sinb/~~h/r!2cosb!#% (14)

The four contours (s 5 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7) are given in
Figure 9, whereh 5 5, a 5 1.11,amax 5 p/6.

Figure 9 shows that the smaller the value ofs, the lower
the iso-similarity contour; and vice versa.

FIG. 5. Impact ofc on the similarity measure.

FIG. 6. Impact ofa on the similarity measure.

FIG. 7. Impact ofamax on the similarity measure.

FIG. 8. Impact ofh on the similarity measure.
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Iso-similarity contour with respect to the parametera

From Equation (11):

ar 5
1

s
p c{arctan@sinb/~~h/r!2cosb!#/amax}

a 5 10~1/r!plog~s21pcarctan@sinb/~~h/r!2cosb!#! (15)

The four contours withs 5 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are
exhibited in Figure 10, whereh 5 5, amax 5 p/6, c 5 0.8.

Figure 10 indicates that the smaller the value ofs, the
higher the contour.

The Effects of Parametersa and c on the
Similarity Measures

The parametersa andc are artificial, affecting the display
of similarity. We note thata is related to the distancer, and
c is related to the angleb. The two display parameters are
restricted in range:a . 1, and 0, c # 1. When eithera or
c is set to 1, the similarity measure is independent of the
associated document parameter. To show the interaction
betweena or c, we assume a hypothetical query and docu-
ment, thus fixing the parametersh, r, andb.

Let us discuss the effect of parametera on the similarity
measure whenc changes.

According to Equation (11), the four contours witha
5 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.7 are generated in Figure 11, whereh
5 5, amax 5 p/6, r 5 3, b 5 p/3, andc from 0 to 1.

Figure 11 shows that for a fixeda, whenc increases, the
corresponding similarity value increases. The lower the
value ofa is, the more the similarity value increases.

The effect of parameterc on the similarity measure when
a changes is as follows.

According to Equation (11), the four contours withc
5 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 are given in Figure 12,whereh 5 5,
amax 5 p/6, r 5 3, b 5 p/3, anda from 1 to 3.

Figure 12 demonstrates that whena increases, the simi-
larity value ofc decreases quickly to zero.

Figures 11 and 12 show that there is a range ofa andc
values that will yield this similarity value. The user’s choice
for these display parameters will reflect his emphasis on
distance (lowa value) or angle (highc value) as the dom-
inant similarity factor.

Conclusion

The distance and angle similarity measure presents a new
approach to integrating both a distance-based similarity
measure and a direction-based similarity measure. It takes
the effects of the distance and direction of documents on the
similarity measure into account. The contributions of both
the distance and angle to the similarity value are adjustable
by controlling the corresponding parameters.

FIG. 9. Iso-similarity analysis ofc.

FIG. 10. Iso-similarity anaysis ofa.

FIG. 11. Effect of c on the similarity measure.

FIG. 12. Effect ofa on the similarity measure.
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The analysis of the parameters such asa, c, amax, r, and
h in the similarity measure tells the users how to apply the
similarity measure appropriately: the parameterc could be
used to control the strength of the direction of the measured
documents. The effect of the direction on this similarity
measure is based on the strength of the distance of the
document. The parametera is applied to adjust the strength
of the distance. The parameterh, which is the distance from
the origin to the reference point, is indirectly associated with
the impact of the direction. The parameterr, which is the
distance from a document to the reference point, influences
the strength of both distance and direction; it is one of the
key variables in the similarity measure, as it also determines
the maximum and minimum values of the similarity mea-
sure values.

The iso-similarity analysis shows that the value ofc, and
to a lesser extent the value ofa, impact the perceived
similarity value of a document. This could help users to
select the parameters to best advantage.

The analysis of effects of interaction between two pa-
rametersa andc on the similarity measures presents more
useful information for the selection ofa andc.

The way of measuring the angle of a document influ-
ences the determination of the maximum angleamax. It is
important when this new similarity measure is applied to the
distance–angle-based visual environment.

Basically, in this similarity measure the four parameters
can be classified into two groups. Group 1 contains two
parameters relating a document and a query (reference
point) positions (“h” and “r”) in a document vector space,
they are determined only by the document and the query,
not by any similarity measure, and they impact a similarity
measure. Group 2 contains parameters relating this new
similarity measure (“a” and “c”); users are allowed to
manipulate them to control the impact of distance and angle
on the similarity measure, and they are determined by users
rather than the document and the query.

In the new distance and angle integrated similarity mea-
sure the distance-based measure is taken as the primary one,
and it is reduced by the angle-based similarity measure
when the maximum similarity value is used as the compared
object (starting point isD0 orD1 in Fig. 2). However, in the
same situation when the minium similarity value is used as
the compared object (different starting pointDm in a vector

space in Fig. 2), it is increased rather than decreased by the
angle-based similarity measure.

Directions for further research include integrating other
distance-based similarity measures with the direction-based
similarity measure, for instance, substitutinga2r3r for a2r

in the distance and angle similarity measure; coordinating
the use of the different parameters, etc. This article only
focuses on discussing the properties of the new similarity
measure. It is necessary to conduct an experimental study to
investigate the performance among the distance-based sim-
ilarity measure, the angle-based similarity measure, and this
new similarity measure in future research, allowing people
to understand the new similarity measure from a different
perspective.
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